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Nuclear Innovation
North America LLC
4000 Avenue F, Suite A( IBay City, Texas 77414

March 6, 2012
U7-C-NINA-NRC- 120019

10 CFR 2.390

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike Re
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

South Texas Project
Units 3 and 4

Docket Nos. 52-012 and 52-013
Response to Requests for Additional Information

Attached is the Nuclear Innovation North America LLC (NINA) response to staff questions in
Request for Additional Information (RAI) letter number 415 related to Combined License
Application (COLA) Part 2, Tier 2, Section 9.1, "Fuel Storage and Handling." The attachments to
this letter include responses to the following RAIs:

09.01.02-18 09.01.02-31

A response to RAI 09.01.02-30 was scheduled to be included with this submittal; however, an error
in the calculation supporting this response was discovered in final review and additional computer
runs will be required. This issue also affects the response to RAIs 09.01.02-25 and 09.01.02-32
which were previously scheduled to be submitted on March 16, 2012. An estimate for submitting
the responses to these three RAIs will be provided by March 14, 2012.

Attachments 5 and 6 include information proprietary to Westinghouse and are supported by
affidavits signed by Westinghouse, the owner of the information. The affidavits set forth the basis
on which the information may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission and addresses
with specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.390 of the Commission's
regulations. Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the information which is proprietary to
Westinghouse be withheld from public disclosure in accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the
Commission's regulations. Correspondence with respect to the copyright or proprietary aspects of
these items or the supporting Westinghouse Affidavits should reference CAW-12-3408 or CAW-
12-34 10 as appropriate and should be addressed to J. A. Gresham, Manager, Regulatory
Compliance, Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, Suite 428, 1000 Westinghouse Drive,
Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066.

When separated from the proprietary responses in Attachments 5 and 6, this letter is not proprietary.

STI 33384627
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There are no commitments in this letter.

If there are any questions regarding this submittal, please contact Scott Head at (361) 972-7136, or
Bill Mookhoek at (361) 972-7274.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on 3 -6 -/
J~7

Mark McBurnett
Senior Vice President, Oversight & Regulatory Affairs
Nuclear Innovation North America LLC

jaa

Attachments: 1. RAI 09.01.02-18 Response (non-proprietary)
2. RAI 09.01.02-31 Response (non-proprietary)
3. Affidavit (RAI 09.01.02-18)
4. Affidavit (RAI 09.01.02-3 1)
5. RAI 09.01.02-18 Response (proprietary)
6. RAI 09.01.02-31 Response (proprietary)
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cc: w/o attachment except*
(paper copy)

Director, Office of New Reactors
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Regional Administrator, Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1600 E. Lamar Blvd
Arlington, Texas 76011-4511

Kathy C. Perkins, RN, MBA
Assistant Commissioner
Division for Regulatory Services
Texas Department of State Health Services
P. 0. Box 149347
Austin, Texas 78714-9347

Alice Hami'lton Rogers, P.E.
Inspection Unit Manager
Texas Department of State Health Services
P. 0. Box 149347
Austin, Texas 78714-9347

*Steven P. Frantz, Esquire

A. H. Gutterman, Esquire
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
1111 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington D.C. 20004

*Rocky Foster
*Tom Tai

Two White Flint North
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(electronic copy)

*George F. Wunder
*Rocky Foster
*Tom Tai

Charles Casto
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Jamey Seely
Nuclear Innovation North America

Richard Pefia
Kevin Polio
L. D. Blaylock
CPS Energy
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RAI 09.01.02-18

OUESTION:

Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, WCAP- 17331 -P, Rev. 2, "Structural Analysis Report for
STP Units 3 & 4 Spent Fuel Storage Rack Baseline Design" (hereafter referred to as Technical
Report), was submitted by the applicant to provide updated information. Section 1.4 of SRP
3.8.4, Appendix D, identifies that the applicant should demonstrate that the functional capability
and/or the structural integrity of each component is maintained. Although the Technical Report
presents updated analysis and design information, the staff finds that it is insufficient to conduct
its review in accordance with SRP 3.8.4, Appendix D. The staff requests the applicant to address
the following questions related to Section 8.2 of the Technical Report:

1. Some of the stress results tables in the Technical Report, Revision 2, Section 8.2,
present weld stress evaluations. As indicated, stress limits are specified in Table 4-8
and Table 4-9 for linear type support and plate and shear type support, respectively.
However, the staff noted that stress limits for weld are not provided in the two tables.
Provide stress limits for welds in Tables 4-8 and 4-9. Since ASME Section III
Appendix F does not clearly specify stress limits for welds in level D analysis,
provide the technical basis for the weld stress limits used.

2. The Technical Report, Revision 2, Section 8.2.1, presents level screw analysis
results. Table 8-3 entitled leveling screw geometric properties shows that a value of
[proprietary] inch for level screw length is used for design and allowable stress
calculations. Note 1 of the table states that the level screw length is the bending
moment arm. This value is also shown in Figure 3-5 as the exposed height of level
screw between the top surface of bearing pad and bottom surface of support plate.
During a conference call, the applicant indicated that this value would vary from leg
to leg, to level the rack in the pool. Since this value is used in both stress and
allowable stress calculations, explain whether it is an upper bound value. If not,
explain why an upper bound value is not used. Also, provide the calculations for the
moment in the level screw. In addition, a requirement for maximum exposed height
of level screw between the top surface of bearing pad and bottom surface of support
plate should be clarified in the report.

3. The Technical Report, Revision 2, Table 4-8, presents stress limits for linear type
component supports. In the last row of the table, a factor of CleelID is used. Note I of
the table explains that the factor is a level A to level D increase factor. Provide the
value of the factor and the technical basis for the value.

4. The Technical Report, Revision 2, Section 8.2.4, presents analysis results for grid
structure, cover plate, and Boral® wrapper. It states that the grid structure stresses are
evaluated using the floor impact submodel analysis described in Section 4.2.4 and the
fuel impact submodel analysis described in Section 4.2.5. Explain whether the effects
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from rack to rack interactions, including impact between two rack groups and loads
from linkages between racks, are taken into account. Also explain whether the effects
from various impacts/rack interactions are combined or considered separately for the
design evaluation.

5. The Technical Report, Revision 2, Table 8-7, provides a summary of grid structure
stresses. The staff noted that stresses in the cell wall and welds between cell walls are
much smaller than the corresponding values given in Revision 1 of the Technical
Report, and they are much smaller than those of coverplate presented in the same
table. Provide explanations. Also, the first column of Table 8-7, explain what "Grid"
stands for. The last row of the table, explain why strength check for wrapper other
than weld check is not presented.

6. The Technical Report, Revision 2, Section 8.2.4 presents analysis results for upper
and lower linkage assemblies. Table 8-9 presents a summary of lug stress ratios.
Explain why for some stress checks, such as bearing, the stresses for stress ratio
calculation shown in Table 8-9 are not the maximum stresses shown in Table 8-8,
Summary of lug stresses. The linkage details shown in FE model figures such as
Figure 4-9 are inconsistent with those shown in figures in Appendix A. Explain the
difference and discuss the effect of the difference on linkage evaluation. Table 8-10
presents maximum linkage band weld stresses. If the stresses are calculated by hand
calculations, provide the weld length used in the calculation and the basis.

RESPONSE:

Nuclear Innovation North America (NINA) submitted WCAP-1733 I-P, Revision 2 (the
Technical Report) on November 14, 2011 in letter U7-C-NINA-NRC-1 10139 (ML1 1322A157).

1. Weld allowables are based on the base metal shear allowable for plate type supports. The
allowable used for all plate-type support weld joints is 0.42*Su. Table 4-9 will be revised
to state this. This allowable is based on the shear stress allowable defined in ASME
Section III Appendix F-1332.4. There are no welds evaluated using linear type support
calculations; therefore, Table 4-8 will remain unchanged.

2. The dimension provided in Table 8-3 ofWCAP-17331-P, Rev. 2 is the maximum value
from the bottom of the support plate to the top of the leveling pad. This value will be
noted as a maximum on Figure 3-5 and Sketch A-2 in the next revision of the Technical
Report. Revised Figure 3-5 is included in response to RAI 09.01.02-17 question 1.

The maximum moment acting on the leveling screw is developed from the maximum
rack-to-floor shear force. [
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Ia~c

a,c

Figure 1

During the January 17-20, 2012 NRC audit, ihe NRC questioned the validity of the
moment arm defined in Figure 1, and also questioned the use of a Cm factor of 0.85 in the
calculation of an allowable stress. The Design Team discussed this issue with the
Westinghouse Peer Review Team on February 1, 2012 and presented Figure 2 as part of
the discussion.

F a,c

Figure 2
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The Design Team presented to the Peer Review Team that the transfer of shear from the
leveling pad to the leveling screw would occur [

]a c The Peer Review Team agreed with this

assumption. The Design Team then presented the use of [ ]a,c as the maximum
moment arm in WCAP-1733 1-P Rev. 2, which corresponds to [

]•c The Peer
Review Team concluded that this elevation was a reasonable location to use as a
maximum moment arm to calculate the maximum moment in the leveling screw. The
Peer Review Team then discussed the conservatism inherent in the leveling screw
qualification. The maximum load applied to the leveling screw is an impact load with a
very short duration. To qualify the leveling screw, the load is treated as a static load. In
addition, the ASME NF equations used to calculate allowable stresses were developed for
beams and columns in structural steel buildings. These are longer structural elements
with failure mechanisms such as buckling that limit their capacity. The combined
bending/compression interaction equations used in the qualification account for these
limitations. However, the leveling screw is not actually a classic beam or column. It is
an element with [ ]'c and it does not
share the same buckling concerns. The leveling screw is expected to have more capacity
than that calculated using the classic beam/column stress limits.

To add more conservatism to the evaluation, the Design Team decided to perform the
evaluation assuming the shear force is transferred through [

]a,c The Design Team

also decided to use a more conservative value for Cm of 1.0 to calculate allowable
stresses. Using these more conservative values, the maximum stress results documented
in Table 8-4 of WCAP-1733 1-P Rev. 2 will change to 0.83 for Equation 20 and 0.81 for
Equation 21. The next revision of the Technical Report will include this new evaluation.

3. The allowable of 0. 6 *Sy is based upon Subsection NF allowables, and no increase factor
is explicitly defined in Appendix F. The factor used for increasing the Subsection NF
allowable for use in Appendix F is calculated per Appendix F-1334. It is calculated as
1.54 and details of this calculation are in the supporting calculation note.

The Level A to Level D allowable adjustment ratio, Clevel D, is calculated per F-1334:

For materials where Su>l.2Sy (140 ksi > 126.9 ksi for ASTM A 564, Grade 63):

CleveID =smallerof 2

and 1.167 S, = 1.167 140.00ksi = 1.54
SY 105.77ksi

ClevelD = 1.54

4. The loads applied to the fuel impact submodel and rack-to-floor impact submodel do
include the effects of other loads (e.g., linkage loads). The whole pool model seismic
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analysis considers load transfer through the linkages, fuel impact loads, and rack-to-pool
floor interactions when calculating loads. The submodels are analyzed to determine
highly localized stresses that cannot be easily calculated by hand.

Fuel Impact Submodel
Another applicant performed a similar evaluation of fuel impact loads, but qualified the
cell wall stress by a hand calculation of the collapse forces and moments. That approach
was not used for STP Units 3 and 4 because the boundary conditions of the cell wall and
coverplates (weld patterns) are not conducive to hand calculations. Therefore, a finite
element model was used to evaluate the localized wall stress and weld loads. Stresses
were qualified to Appendix F plate-type support allowables. The rack-to-rack linkage
load and the rack-to-floor impact load represent localized loads remote from the fuel
impact load. Therefore, rack-to-floor and linkage loads are not directly applied to the
fuel impact submodel.

Rack-to-floor Submodel
The rack-to-floor impact submodel is used to determine the support plate stress, support
plate-to-baseplate weld loads, the grid structure-to-baseplate weld loads, the baseplate
stresses, and the grid structure crushing loads. These loads are based on the floor impact
load reacting through a single support foot assembly. The fuel impact load is remote
from this load path and is orthogonal to the crushing load. The rack-to-rack linkage load
represents a localized load remote from the rack-to-floor impact load. Therefore, fuel
impact and linkage loads are not directly applied to the rack-to-floor submodel.

Additional questions specific to the interaction of the fuel and the rack under seismic
loads were raised during the NRC Spent Fuel Storage Rack Audit on January 17-20,
2012. Details of fuel to rack interactions during seismic loadings are discussed in the
response to RAI 09.01.02-32.

(Fuel-rack interactions for fuel drop are discussed in the response to RAI 09.01.02-19)

5. There are several reasons that the cell wall stresses are lower:

a. The fuel-to-cell wall impact loads are reduced. This is due to adding pinned
connections at the bottom of the racks and an updated calculation of
hydrodynamic coupling terms.

b. The methodology for calculating the cell wall stresses was refined.

In Revision I of WCAP-1733 1-P, the results showed that the cell wall stresses did not
meet the ASME allowables. The peer review performed for Revision 2 of the Technical
Report determined that the boundary conditions applied to model the fuel impact did not
reflect the way that a fuel assembly impact would load the wall. Therefore, the stress
submodel was updated to provide a more realistic impact model. This modeling
methodology is consistent with what was done for another applicant's design.

The term "Grid" refers to the grid structure assembly (cells and coverplates).
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The wrapper is not considered a structural element. Its only purpose is to hold the
BORALO sheet in place. Therefore, a check of the wrapper welds is performed to
validate this function. The only load the wrapper will experience is the fuel impact load.
The wrapper is backed up by the BORAL® sheet and the cell wall. The structural
integrity of this sandwich construction is validated by taking credit only for the cell wall
thickness when looking at fuel impact loads.

6. The lug shear tearout, lug bearing, and pin shear values in Table 8-9 are incorrect and
will be corrected. The appropriate values are 15.6 ksi, 79.2 ksi, and 31.5 ksi,
respectively, from Table 8-8. These values and the corresponding stress ratios will be
updated in the next revision of the Technical Report, WCAP-1733 1-P.

The differences between the linkage analysis model (Figure 4-9) and the design sketches
occur only in the whole pool model dynamic analysis. These differences are addressed in
RAI 09.01.02-23. The stress results calculated for the linkage assemblies are based upon
hand calculation evaluation, using loads output from the time history analysis. The hand
calculations use the correct dimensions from the Sketches A-I, A-2, A-9, and A-10 in
Appendix A of the Technical Report when calculating the linkage, linkage band, and
weld stresses.

No changesi to the COLA are required by the responses providedt above.

BORAL® is a registered trademark of Ceradyne, Inc.
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RAI 09.01.02-31

OUESTION:

In response to RAI 09.01.02-5 Item (1), the Technical Report Revision 2 provides information on
modeling of welds. Section 4.2.2.1, on page 4-11, states that "All welds are modeled using the
ANYSYS CP coupling command. All couplings are in the x, y and z translation DOF. Rotational
loads are not transmitted through the coupled nodes." In addition, a note in Figures 4-10 states
that "Cell to cell weld modeled as coupled nodes in x, y, and z translation." There are similar
notes in Figures 4-11 through 4-13 for coverplate weld, cell to baseplate weld, and support to
baseplate weld, respectively. Due to the absence of rotational compatibility about an axis along
the weld, it would appear that welds are modeled as pinned connections. The overall rack
stiffness for seismic analysis, and the stress evaluation of the welds depend on the modeling of
welds. The staff requests the applicant to provide the technical basis for release of rotational
compatibility.

RESPONSE:

It is common engineering practice to release the moment restraint about the longitudinal axis of a
weld and consider it a pinned connection. A line of weld has a very small rotational restraint
capability about its longitudinal axis. In addition,.these particular welds were designed to act as
a pinned connection. The welds are located on either comer of a cell wall such that forces can be
transmitted from the cell walls to the welds without moment restraint, much like a pinned-pinned
beam (see Figure 1).

a,c

Figure 1
Comparison of Cell to a Simply Supported Beam
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On January 17, 2012 through January 20, 2012 the NRC conducted an audit of the STP Spent
Fuel Storage Rack design and analysis. During the audit, at the request of the NRC,
Westinghouse ran a test case with a single rack model altered to have infinitely rigid moment
coupling about the longitudinal axis of the welds. The resulting maximum moment about the
longitudinal weld axis (18 in-lb) was not significant. These results confirm that the rack does not
require moment restraint at these locations to perform as the design intended. The original
"pinned" assumption is therefore acceptable.

The NRC also asked Westinghouse to perform the stress evaluation of the weld considering this
new moment. Westinghouse does not believe this evaluation will produce meaningful results.
The rotational stiffness of the weld along its longitudinal axis is very small, but the moment
coupling was modeled as infinitely rigid. The calculated 18 in-lb moment acting on the
longitudinal axis of a weld is therefore not a real value and is too large. And although the 18 in-
lb moment is very small (essentially zero in structural design terms), the moment of inertia about
the axis of a weld is also very small (essentially zero in structural design terms). The resulting
stress on the weld from this rather arbitrary near zero moment increases the total weld stress
dramatically, which reinforces the notion that the results are no longer meaningful and no longer
represent the actual condition of the weld. However, these results are conservative and would
certainly bound the real stress results. The cell-to-cell weld stress evaluation considering the
additional moment was performed. The following comparison shows the weld stress and stress
ratio for the cases of unrestrained moment coupling and infinitely rigid moment coupling:

Cell-to-Cell Weld, Infinitely Rigid MomentCell-to-Cell Weld, No Moment Restraint Restraint

Stress 3.54 ksi Stress 6.30 ksi
Allowable 29.6 ksi Allowable 29.6 ksi

Weld Shear Stress Ratio 0.12 Weld Shear Stress Ratio 0.21

The stress ratios for the conservative rigid moment restraint case remain less than I and are
acceptable.

The Design Team also discussed the moment restraint issue with the Peer Review Team on
February 1, 2012. The Peer Review Team agreed that releasing the moment restraint about the
axis of the weld is the appropriate method of modeling the weld.

During the rack audit, the NRC also asked if the eccentricity in the welded tie bar connection
between cells is a concern. The Design Team discussed this issue with the Westinghouse Peer
Review team on February 1, 2012 and developed the following conclusion:

The Peer Review Team does not believe the eccentricity in the welded tie bar connection
develops significant moments about the longitudinal axis of the tie bar. The welded
connections contain enough flexibility to allow forces to be transferred through the tie
bars by a system of shear on the welds and bearing on the tie bars.

No changes to the COLA are required by the responses provided above.
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Westinghouse Electric Company
Nuclear Services
1000 Westinghouse Drive
Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066
USA

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Direct tel:
Direct fax:

e-mail:

(412) 374-4419
(724) 720-0857
maurerbf@westinghouse.com
WEC-NINA-2012-0013

CAW-12-3408

February 29, 2012

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

Subject: WEC-NINA-2012-0013 P-Enclosure, "South Texas Project Units 3 & 4 Response to
RAI 09.01.02-18 for WCAP- 17331 -P" (Proprietary)

The proprietary information for which withholding is being requested in the above-referenced document
is further identified in Affidavit CAW-12-3408 signed by the owner of the proprietary information,
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. The affidavit, which accompanies this letter, sets forth the basis
on which the information may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission and addresses with
specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b)(4) of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the Commission's
regulations.

Accordingly, this letter authorizes the utilization of the accompanying affidavit by Nuclear Innovation
North America (NINA).

Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of this application for withholding or the
accompanying affidavit should reference CAW-12-3408 and should be addressed to J. A. Gresham,
Manager, Regulatory Compliance, Westinghouse Electric Company, Suite 428, 1000 Westinghouse
Drive, Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066.

Very truly yours,

B. F. Maurer, Manager
ABWR Licensing

Enclosures

cc: R. Foster (NRC TWFN 6 D38M)
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AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:

ss

COUNTY OF BUTLER:

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared B. F. Maurer, who, being by me duly

sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of

Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), and that the averments of fact set forth in this

Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief:

B. F. Maurer, Manager

ABWR Licensing

Sworn to and subscribed before me

this 29th day of February 2012

NoayPublic

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
Notarial Seal

Cynthia Olesky, Notary Public
Manor Boro, Westmoreland County

My Commission Expires July 16, 2014
Member. Pennsvlvanla Association of Notaries
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(1) 1 am Manager, ABWR Licensing, in Nuclear Services, Westinghouse Electric Company LLC

(Westinghouse), and as such, I have been specifically delegated the function of reviewing the

proprietary information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in connection with nuclear

power plant licensing and rule making proceedings, and am authorized to apply for its withholding

on behalf of Westinghouse.

(2) 1 am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the

Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse Application for Withholding

Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure accompanying this Affidavit.

(3) 1 have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by Westinghouse in designating

information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential commercial or financial information.

(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations, the

following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining whether the information

sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.

0) The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been ýeld in

confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii) The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not

customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining the

types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection, utilizes a

system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in confidence.

The application of that system and the substance of that system constitutes Westinghouse

policy and provides the rational basis required.

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several

types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential competitive

advantage, as follows:

(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component,

structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of Westinghouse's
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competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a competitive economic

advantage over other companies.

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or

component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures a

competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved marketability.

(C) Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve his

competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance of

quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d) It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or

commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers.

(e) It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded

development plans and programs of potential commercial value to Westinghouse.

(f) It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the

following:

(a) The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a competitive

advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to protect

the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b) It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such

information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to sell

products and services involving the use of the information.

(c) Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage by

reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.
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(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive

advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive advantage. If

competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any one component

may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a

competitive advantage.

(e) Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of

Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the

competition of those countries.

(f) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and development

depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a competitive advantage.

(iii) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the

provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390; it is to be received in confidence by the Commission.

(iv) The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available

information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method to the

best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this submittal is that which is

appropriately marked in WEC-NINA-2012-0013 P-Enclosure, "South Texas Project

Units 3 & 4 Response to RAI 09.01.02-18 for WCAP- 17331 -P" (Proprietary) for submittal

to the Commission, being transmitted by Nuclear Innovation North America (NINA) letter

and Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure, to the

Document Control Desk. The proprietary information as submitted by Westinghouse is that

associated with NRC review of the ABWR spent fuel rack structural analysis methodology

for South Texas Project Units 3&4.

This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:

(a) Assist the customer in obtaining NRC review of the spent fuel rack structural

analysis for South Texas Project 3&4.
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Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:

(a) Westinghouse plans to sell the use of this information to its customers for purposes

of plant specific spent fuel rack structural analysis and methodology development

for ABWR licensing basis applications.

(b) Its use by a competitor would improve their competitive position in the design and

licensing of a similar product for ABWR spent fuel racks.

(c) The information requested to be withheld reveals the distinguishing aspects of a

methodology which was developed by Westinghouse.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the

competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of competitors to

provide similar technical evaluations and licensing defense services for commercial power

reactors without commensurate expenses. Also, public disclosure of the information would

enable others to use the information to meet NRC requirements for licensing documentation

without purchasing the right to use the information.

The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of

applying the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort and the

expenditure of a considerable sum of money.

In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar technical

programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the

requisite talent and experience, would have to be expended.

Further the deponent sayeth not.
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Proprietary Information Notice

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and/or non-proprietary versions of documents furnished to the NRC
in connection with requests for generic and/or plant-specific review and approval.

In order to conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 of the Commission's regulations concerning the
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the information which is proprietary in the
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary information has been deleted
in the non-proprietary versions, only the brackets remain (the information that was contained within the
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). The justification for claiming the information
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) through (f)
located as a superscript immediately following the brackets enclosing each item of information being
identified as proprietary or in the margin opposite such information. These lower case letters refer to the
types of information Westinghouse customarily holds in confidence identified in Sections (4)(ii)(a)
through (4)(ii)(f) of the affidavit accompanying this transmittal pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390(b)(1).

Copyright Notice

The reports transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is permitted to
make the number of copies of the information contained in these reports which are necessary for its o
internal use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance,
denial, amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a license,
permit, order, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 regarding restrictions on public
disclosure to the extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse, copyright
protection notwithstanding. With respect to the non-proprietary versions of these reports, the NRC is
permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are necessary in
order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public document
room in Washington, DC and in local public document rooms as may be required by NRC regulations if
the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose. Copies made by the NRC must include
the copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as proprietary.
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Nuclear Services
1000 Westinghouse Drive
Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066
USA

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Direct tel: (412) 374-4419
Document Control Desk Direct fax: (724) 720-0857
11555 Rockville Pike e-mail: maurerbf@westinghouse.com
Rockville, MD 20852 WEC-NINA-2012-0015

CAW-12-3410

February 29, 2012

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

Subject: WEC-NINA-2012-0015 P-Enclosure, "South Texas Project Units 3 & 4 Response to
RAI 09.01.02-31 for WCAP-1733 1-P" (Proprietary)

The proprietary information for which withholding is being requested in the above-referenced document
is further identified in Affidavit CAW-12-3410 signed by the owner of the proprietary information,
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. The affidavit, which accompanies this letter, sets forth the basis
on which the information may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission and addresses with
specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b)(4) of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the Commission's
regulations.

Accordingly, this letter authorizes the utilization of the accompanying affidavit by Nuclear Innovation
North America (NINA).

Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of this application for withholding or the
accompanying affidavit should reference CAW-12-3410 and should be addressed to J. A. Gresham,
Manager, Regulatory Compliance, Westinghouse Electric Company, Suite 428, 1000 Westinghouse
Drive, Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066.

Very truly yours,

B. F. Maurer, Manager

ABWR Licensing

Enclosures

cc: R. Foster (NRC TWFN 6 D38M)
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AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:

ss

COUNTY OF BUTLER:

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared B. F. Maurer, who, being by me duly

sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of

Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), and that the averments of fact set forth in this

Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief:

B. F. Maurer, Manager

ABWR Licensing

Sworn to and subscribed before me

this 29th day of February 2012

"Notary Pbi

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
Notarial Seal

Cynthia Olesky, Notary Public
Manor Boro, Westmoreland County

My Commission Expires July 16, 2014
Member. Pennsylvania Assocation of Notaries
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(1) 1 am Manager, ABWR Licensing, in Nuclear Services, Westinghouse Electric Company LLC

(Westinghouse), and as such, I have been specifically delegated the function of reviewing the

proprietary information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in connection with nuclear

power plant licensing and rule making proceedings, and am authorized to apply for its withholding

on behalf of Westinghouse.

(2) 1 am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the

Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse Application for Withholding

Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure accompanying this Affidavit.

(3) 1 have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by Westinghouse in designating

information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential commercial or financial information.

(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations, the

following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining whether the information

sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.

(i) The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been held in

confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii) The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not

customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining the

types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection, utilizes a

system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in confidence.

The application of that system and the substance of that system constitutes Westinghouse

policy and provides the rational basis required.

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several

types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential competitive

advantage, as follows:

(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component,

structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of Westinghouse's
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competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a competitive economic

advantage over other companies.

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or

component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures a

competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved marketability.

(c) Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve his

competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance of

quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d) It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or

commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers.

(e) It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded

development plans and programs of potential commercial value to Westinghouse.

(f) It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the

following:

(a) The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a competitive

advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to protect

the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b) It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such

information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to sell

products and services involving the use of the information.

(c) Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage by

reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.
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(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive

advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive advantage. If

competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any one component

may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a

competitive advantage.

(e) Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of

Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the

competition of those countries.

(f) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and development

depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a competitive advantage.

(iii) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the

provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390; it is to be received in confidence by the Commission.

(iv) The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available

information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method to the

best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this submittal is that which is

appropriately marked in WEC-NINA-2012-0015 P-Enclosure, "South Texas Project

Units 3 & 4 Response to RAI 09.01.02-31 for WCAP-17331 -P" (Proprietary) for submittal

to the Commission, being transmitted by Nuclear Innovation North America (NINA) letter

and Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure, to the

Document Control Desk. The proprietary information as submitted by Westinghouse is that

associated with NRC review of the ABWR spent fuel rack structural analysis methodology

for South Texas Project Units 3&4.

This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:

(a) Assist the customer in obtaining NRC review of the spent fuel rack structural

analysis for South Texas Project 3&4.
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Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:

(a) Westinghouse plans to sell the use of this information to its customers for purposes

of plant specific spent fuel rack structural analysis and methodology development

for ABWR licensing basis applications.

(b) Its use by a competitor would improve their competitive position in the design and

licensing of a similar product for ABWR spent fuel racks.

(c) The information requested to be withheld reveals the distinguishing aspects of a

methodology which was developed by Westinghouse.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the

competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of competitors to

provide similar technical evaluations and licensing defense services for commercial power

reactors without commensurate expenses. Also, public disclosure of the information would

enable others to use the information to meet NRC requirements for licensing documentation

without purchasing the right to use the information.

The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of

applying the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort and the

expenditure of a considerable sum of money.

In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar technical

programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the

requisite talent and experience, would have to be expended.

Further the deponent sayeth not.
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Proprietary Information Notice

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and/or non-proprietary versions of documents furnished to the NRC
in connection with requests for generic and/or plant-specific review and approval.

In order to conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 of the Commission's regulations concerning the
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the information which is proprietary in the
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary information has been deleted
in the non-proprietary versions, only the brackets remain (the information that was contained within the
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). The justification for claiming the information
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) through (f)
located as a superscript immediately following the brackets enclosing each item of information being
identified as proprietary or in the margin opposite such information. These lower case letters refer to the
types of information Westinghouse customarily holds in confidence identified in Sections (4)(ii)(a)
through (4)(ii)(f) of the affidavit accompanying this transmittal pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390(b)(1).

Copyright Notice

The reports transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is permitted to

make the number of copies of the information contained in these reports which are-necessary for its

internal use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance,
denial, amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a license,
permit, order, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 regarding restrictions on public
disclosure to the extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse, copyright
protection notwithstanding. With respect to the non-proprietary versions of these reports, the NRC is
permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are necessary in
order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public document
room in Washington, DC and in local public document rooms as may be required by NRC regulations if
the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose. Copies made by the NRC must include
the copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as proprietary.


